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Teaching Philosophy 
 

As a university teacher I structure my courses with the following objectives in mind. First, I 
believe that a liberal arts education should teach students how to think by fostering critical 
thinking, research, and writing skills. Students should be able to reason logically and statistically 
and to differentiate causation from correlation. They should be able to communicate complex 
ideas with confidence in clear speech and writing. Second, I aim to promote long-term retention 
of information. Students should be encouraged to repeatedly apply material learned in class to 
promote real, rather than rote, learning of the information. These objectives work in conjunction 
to prepare students to excel in their future academic and career goals.  

I use a combination of traditional lecture and active student participation in individual and group 
activities to achieve these goals, as active student learning is a pedagogical principle that 
promotes student acquisition of knowledge. Additionally, each course I teach includes a research 
and writing intensive application of course material. For example, in my undergraduate 
quantitative research methods course I assign activities in which students apply course content to 
specify a theory-driven hypothesis and then design a research study in which they articulate the 
measurement plan, research design, sampling procedure, and data analysis tools. Students are 
also required to critique a news article of their choice that summarizes a primary source of 
research for its methodological content to determine its accuracy and completeness. 

Additionally, students in my undergraduate health communication course build a portfolio 
throughout the course of the semester that exemplifies excellent research and writing skills. 
Within the portfolio, students identify a contested health issue related to the prevention or 
detection of a health topic of their choice, obtain a related published scientific article, and 
examine media reports of the science for its accuracy and comprehensiveness. Students then 
select an audience who should be targeted with messages related to their health topic and critique 
public health messages using strategic message design principles discussed in class.  

I believe that learning to teach effectively is an ongoing process, and I aim to further expand the 
pedagogical tools I currently employ to achieve my teaching objectives. Doing so involves active 
participation in teaching workshops, including, for example, the workshop I attended on teaching 
to students within the LGBTQ+ community. I also recently completed my Foundations for 
Online Teaching Certificate, and I am in the process of completing my Instructional Practice and 
Learner and Learning certificate. The coursework included in these certificates provides teachers 
with better tools to teach to a diverse body of students, including international students, military 
and veteran students, adult learners, and students with disabilities, and to teach online courses. 

I also hope to continually adapt the activities I use with new and exciting learning opportunities 
for students. For example, I plan to incorporate a service-learning component in my courses in 
the future. Service learning as a pedagogical approach allows students to apply their knowledge 
to community contexts, which furthers their understanding of relationships between course 
content and its application to the real world.  

I chose to pursue a career in academia because I want to not only conduct research, but also 
contribute to the field of communication and society through education. I believe that students 
are entitled to high quality instruction in an active and stimulating learning environment.  
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Online Teaching Philosophy 
 
As many university courses are now offered online, I believe that it is important to consider how 
online teaching influences the learning process. I have therefore adapted my teaching philosophy 
for online courses to meet the unique benefits and challenges associated with this new and 
exciting platform. My online courses are structured to achieve the same objectives as my in-
person courses, including teaching students how to think by fostering critical thinking, research, 
and writing skills. Students should be able to reason logically and statistically and to differentiate 
causation from correlation. They should also be able to communicate complex ideas in clear 
speech and writing. Additionally, I aim to promote long-term retention of information. In order 
to achieve these goals online, I think it is important to consider effective ways to communicate 
online, to engage students in the learning process online, and to evaluate assignments online. 
 
I think that in order to effectively teach an online course, it is important to establish an online 
presence and connection with students through active and frequent communication. I begin each 
semester by sending students a video that introduces both the course and myself. I also 
communicate with students not only through weekly emails to the entire class, but also by 
making myself available to meet with students online through phone calls or Skype meetings. 
 
I believe that students in online courses deserve an active and stimulating learning environment. 
In order to achieve this goal and engage students in the online learning process, the online 
courses that I teach use a combination of textbook readings, video clips, online assignments, and 
recorded lectures. For example, my online Organizational Communication course includes 
activities that require students to watch and analyze a video about an organization using 
information from the course. Additionally, in my online Group Communication course, I 
recorded video lectures to help students create, write, and organize their individual speeches. I 
hope to continually adapt the online activities I use with new and exciting learning opportunities 
that are designed to engage students. For example, I think incorporating podcasts into online 
courses offers a potentially interesting way to engage students with the course material. 
 
It is important to make students feel that, as an online teacher, I am committed to their success in 
effectively learning the course material. In order to do so, I provide students with personalized, 
detailed feedback on their assignments. I believe that this motivates them to engage with the 
material and perform well in the class. Additionally, if a student misses an assignment, I reach 
out to them to see if they are experiencing any technological or other issues. 
 
I believe that learning to effectively teach online is an ongoing process, and I aim to further 
expand the pedagogical tools I currently employ. I completed my Foundations for Online 
Teaching certificate, and I am currently in the process of completing coursework for the 
Instructional Practice certificate and the Learner and Learning certificate.  
 
Online courses offer exciting opportunities for students in geographically diverse areas, and 
effective online teaching involves adapting to the unique benefits and challenges associated with 
this platform. I believe that students in online courses are entitled to high quality instruction in an 
active and stimulating learning environment, and I strive to provide that in each online course 
that I teach.  
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Teaching Effectiveness: Student Evaluations 

 This remainder of this document provides detailed information from my student 

evaluations for the undergraduate courses that I taught as a graduate student (both as a teaching 

assistant and as an instructor), as well as the online undergraduate courses I have taught as a 

postdoctoral fellow in the Communication Arts and Sciences department at Penn State. I have 

consistently received positive student evaluations for my courses, as summarized below: 

 

Semester Course     Role      N     Course    Instructor 
Summer 2018 Group Communication (100B)  Online Instructor     17/42     5.29     6.35 

Spring 2018 Group Communication (100B)  Online Instructor     21/45     6.19     6.50 

Fall 2017 Group Communication (100B)  Online Instructor     24/46     5.92     6.33 

Summer 2017 Organizational Communication (CAS 352) Online Instructor     11/28     6.55     6.64 

Fall 2015 Communication and Aging (CAS 421) Instructor     21/25     6.10     6.40 

Fall 2014 Health Communication (CAS 253)  Instructor     8/21     5.50     6.63 

Spring 2014 Research Methods (CAS 204)  Instructor     18/28     5.41     5.94 

The evaluations are scored on a 7-point scale. “N” refers to the number of students who responded over the total. 
 

 

The use of student evaluations as evidence of teaching effectiveness is a debatable issue, 

as the question remains whether or not students are capable of accurately evaluating instructional 

effectiveness (Hoyt & Pallett, 1999; Jones, 2012). Further, some evidence suggests that student 

evaluations of teaching effectiveness vary based on the criteria used to indicate student learning 

(Stehle, Spinath, & Kadmon, 2012) and may be highly influenced by factors such as grade 

leniency (Galbraith, Merrill, & Kline, 2012). Importantly, however, student evaluations provide 

useful information for teachers to identify ways to improve their courses to meet overall student 

satisfaction and perceptions of teaching effectiveness (Jones, 2012). I therefore use not only 
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quantitative indicators from student evaluations to assess my own teaching effectiveness, but 

also qualitative open-response items. In addition, I have found the open-response items to be 

particularly useful for guiding course improvements to enhance student learning and satisfaction 

with the learning process. I outline two examples of such teaching modifications below. 

 As a graduate student, I taught an undergraduate health communication course. This 

course drew heavily on theories within health communication, specifically message design. Mid-

way through the semester, I asked students to complete an informal evaluation asking them to 

describe aspects of the course they felt were effective and those that could use improvements. 

Several students noted a desire for more real-life examples of how the theories were applied, and 

I therefore attempted to increase the number of examples I provided for the rest of the semester. 

The students appeared to have appreciated and benefited from these changes, with one student 

noting in the evaluations: “Overall, it was an excellent learning experience! Initially some of the 

terms were harder to understand without some examples, but after hearing our feedback in class, 

Amber made sure to provide more examples to help us remember the material.” 

I have also more recently instructed several online courses. Some of the feedback I 

received from these courses included the desire for more video lectures and examples. For 

example, one student in my online group communication course from fall 2017 noted: “I would 

include more lecture videos explaining the material.” Another student repeated this suggestion in 

my online group communication from spring 2018: “One change that may have improved my 

learning was to see what was expected out of us through forms of videos or sound recordings. 

This would have showed us exactly what the successful skills would look like.” In order to 

address this feedback, I therefore created several PowerPoint video lectures that cover important 

topics within the course and that provide detailed information about the major course 
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assignments. I now distribute these videos to students in my online group communication 

courses and have noticed significant improvements in the quality of their assignments. I plan to 

continue to use and improve these videos in my online group communication course, and I intend 

to create similar videos for my online organizational communication course this semester. 

 I believe that learning to teach effectively is a process that can continuously be improved 

through engagement in teaching development. Doing so involves active participation in teaching 

workshops, including, for example, the workshop I attended on teaching to diverse students, 

including those in the LGBTQ+ community. I also recently received my Foundations for Online 

Teaching certificate in April 2018, and I am currently in the process of completing coursework 

for the Instructional Practice certificate and the Learner and Learning certificate. These three 

certificates were developed to help Penn State faculty advance their ability to effectively teach 

online courses. 
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Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness Summary 
Summer 2018 
 
Online Instructor for Group Communication (CAS 100B) 
 
Brief Summary: 
 
Overall Student Rating of the Course: 5.29 out of 7.00 
Overall Student Rating of the Instructor: 6.35 out of 7.00 
 
Excerpts from Student Responses in Response to the Question “What helped you learn in 
this course?”: 
 

“I think that putting in the time to go over all of the required material, combined with 
Amber's excellent organization, are what added my learning in this course the most. The 
course itself is flawed and quite horrible, but Amber is wonderful. She was always 
available and willing to help, and managed to provide excellent guidance while creating 
an atmosphere of approachability that escapes most professors.” 

“Dr. Worthington is very understanding, quick to reply to emails, and organized with the 
readings.” 

“Professor Worthington included in-depth rubrics for every assignment, along with tips 
on how to succeed. This was beyond helpful and these documents answered any possible 
questions I could have on an assignment.” 

The full, official Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness is available starting on the next page. 

 

 

 



    Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness   Instructor Report

Enrollment numbers are acquired before the end of the semester andmay differ from the final figure.

Reporting Date: 8/13/2018 12:51 PM Semester: 2017/18 SU Merge Title: CAS 100B Summer 2018
Instructor ID: akw155 Instructor: Amber Worthington

Course ID Course Title Students Responses Response Rate

201718SU_____1CAS__100B001_1__21851---5715 CAS100B - Effective Speech 21 8 38.1%

201718SU_____1CAS__100B002_1__21851---5716 CAS100B - Effective Speech 21 9 42.9%

University Items
A1 Are you taking this course as an elective? Yes: 4    No: 10    I don't know: 1    N: 14       Percent Yes: 28.6%

A2 What grade do you expect to earn in this course? A: 11 / 73.3%      B: 4 / 26.7%      C or lower: 0 / 0.0%

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

A3 Rate the overall quality of this course.  2/12%      0/  0%      0/  0%      4/24%      0/  0%      5/29%      6/35%       17      5.29      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A4 Rate the overall quality of the instructor.  0/  0%      1/  6%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  6%      4/24%    11/65%       17      6.35      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Department Items

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

B048 Rate the effectiveness of the instructor's 
responses to student questions.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/12%      0/  0%      4/24%    11/65%       17      6.41      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B049 Rate the adequacy of the instructor's 
knowledge of the subject matter.

 1/  6%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  6%      1/  6%      2/12%    12/71%       17      6.24      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B062 Rate the organization of course material.  1/  6%      1/  6%      1/  6%      1/  6%      0/  0%      4/24%      9/53%       17      5.71      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B068
Rate the clarity of the syllabus in stating 
course objectives, course outline, and 
criteria for grades.

 1/  6%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/12%      1/  6%      3/18%    10/59%       17      6.00      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B070 Rate the instructor's skill in keeping the 
course on schedule.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      3/19%      0/  0%      2/13%    11/69%       16      6.31      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B101
Rate the promptness with which graded 
exams, reports, and other materials were 
returned.

 0/  0%      1/  6%      0/  0%      2/12%      1/  6%      4/24%      9/53%       17      6.00      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B103
Rate the clarity of the instructor's 
explanations of how grades would be 
derived.

 1/  6%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/12%      1/  6%      0/  0%    13/76%       17      6.18      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B112 Rate the fairness of the overall grading 
system in the course.

 2/12%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/12%      1/  6%      1/  6%    11/65%       17      5.76      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

University Open Ended Items
Open 1 What helped you learn in this course?

I think that putting in the time to go over all of the required material, combined with Amber's excellent organization, are what added my learning in this course the 
most. The course itself is flawed and quite horrible, but Amber is wonderful. She was always available and willing to help, and managed to provide excellent 
guidance while creating an atmosphere of approachability that escapes most professors.

Reading the assigned readings.

The agendas were extremely helpful. Also, getting a refresher and new points about group dynamics and working in groups in general will be useful.

I found the book very helpful in some areas; however, I found the essays more effective as it really helped me be more introspective and effectively made me think 



about how I perform in group functions.

the book was actually pretty informative!

Dr. Worthington is very understanding, quick to reply to emails, and organized with the readings.

Professor Worthington included in-depth rubrics for every assignment, along with tips on how to succeed. This was beyond helpful and these documents answered 
any possible questions I could have on an assignment.

the textbook: great info, very clear, laid out in a sensical way that made it easy to comprehend the conceptsI also especially liked the video on Teamwork On the 
Fly. Though only 2+ minutes long, I thought it covered some very important concepts—particularly that, in a modern society, we don't have the luxury of building up 
trust before entering a task with a team. So, we have to have a kind of universal agreement and knowledge of how teamwork is best approached.

The Instructor did a great job of building on each lesson with elements of previous lessons.

The book was a good choice for this course- it was easy to read, not too thick, and overall sort of interesting. The layout of the modules made it easy to stay on 
track and know where you were.

Nothing. I regret spending the money taking this course. I sincerely feel as though this class wasted my time.

Well explained syllabus

Open 2 What changes would improve your learning?

I would recommend replacing at least one of the teleconference discussions with a videoconference. I've used the PSU funded Zoom to host and record meetings in 
other sessions.

I feel the symposium groups could be more asynchronous based off group schedules! These are currently pushed to the back of the semester, but the content seems 
to allow the flexibility to have them anywhere throughout the semester as long as they are done in order! I would suggest forming the groups at the beginning of the 
class to allow rapport building and familiarity to be better constructed. As it stands now, current dynamics are limited and seem almost robotic at the end of the 
semester as it seems to be little time to build familiarity.

I personally think that this course should never again be offered as an online course. The group work adds nothing but hassles in an online format, especially when 
each students intelligence and commitment levels do not match that of all of their group members. The group work added no educational value to this course 
whatsoever and quite frankly made this one of the most frustrating and awful courses I have ever taken at Penn State. 40% of my course grade depended on 
assignments where I was forced to work with individuals who are in no way my peers when it comes to academic ability or dedication. A situation such as this is 
completely unacceptable when I invest so much time, effort, and money to take a course and excel at it. I'm sure CAS 100 has to continue to be offered but the 
group work needs to be eliminated immediately.

This course was great! The professor was extremely helpful in all situations.

n/a

Spread out some of the group topics and have the agenda's for the conversations be a graded assignment well before the week of the calls.I found it was very 
difficult to get the team engaged to determine what the topic would be and to get an agenda created.

A reorg of the class materials would be good. It became confusing to have some information in the lesson material on canvas and some vital information in email. 
When trying to go back and find the information, it was not easy to find. (i.e. links to sign-up sheets, procedure for teleconference, etc.)I think this is a course that's 
especially hard to offer through online learning. So, overall, I think that it is set up as well as it can be.It was difficult to know if the teleconferences were going well 
because they were not graded/critiqued until the very end of the class, all at the same time. So, if the first one was done poorly, there was no feedback on how to 
correct it by the time the next one rolled around.(I am glad it is a required course! I am encouraged that this information is actively taught. Seeing how clearly this 
discusses how to effectively communicate causes me to wish that people were required to take refresher courses every few years, so we might better function as a 
society!)

Possibly some form of video conferencing

This class should be dropped as a pre-requisite or as a required class for graduation.

Fairness with group assignments. My grade suffered due to the group members I was put with who did not do their share. Professors answer was to continue 
assignment without those who didn't respond, but time restrictions/requirements on assignments made it so the participating group members had even more work to 
do.

The course modules need a serious update. I'm not sure what year all of this material was put together, but in 2018 the term "third world country" is seriously 
outdated and incorrect. I expected Penn State to be more up to date with such a thing. I also think that groupwork for an online class is not fun, doesn't teach me 
anything, and makes me sure to never recommend this class to anybody.

Heads-up on group work requirements.

Unrestricted Items

CAS100
Rate your agreement with the 
following statement: “The instructor 
was easily accessible.”

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      3/18%      0/  0%      2/12%    12/71%      17     6.35     0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

CAS101
Rate how well you believe 
exams/quizzes/projects/papers 
assessed course objectives.

 1/  6%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/12%      1/  6%      4/24%      9/53%      17     5.94     0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

CAS102
Rate your agreement with the 
statement: “The instructor responded 
to my inquiries in a timely manner.”

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      3/18%      0/  0%      2/12%    12/71%      17     6.35     0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7



CAS103
Rate your agreement with the 
statement: “I would recommend this 
course to others.”

 2/12%      1/  6%      1/  6%      1/  6%      1/  6%      2/12%      9/53%      17     5.35     0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Signed by: SRTE - Penn State Copy Created 08/13/2018 16:51:37 Instructor Report at SRTE Penn State
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Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness Summary 
Spring 2018 
 
Online Instructor for Group Communication (CAS 100B) 
 
Brief Summary: 
 
Overall Student Rating of the Course: 6.19 out of 7.00 
Overall Student Rating of the Instructor: 6.50 out of 7.00 
 
Excerpts from Student Responses in Response to the Question “What helped you learn in 
this course?”: 
 

“One thing is the clear expectations on assignments. This eliminates the guess work on 
what is expected from assignments. The teacher scores accurately and with fairness. This 
class has been one of my classes where I see the value in taking as well as a pleasure to 
take.” 

“There were quite a few supporting materials and clearly defined assignments.” 

“The writing assignments every week relating to the course material was helpful in 
solidifying the concepts in my mind. The group projects over the last half of the semester 
have given me the opportunity to consider other perspectives, and gave valuable real 
world experience interacting with the course material.” 

The full, official Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness is available starting on the next page. 

 

 

 



    Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness   Instructor Report

Enrollment numbers are acquired before the end of the semester andmay differ from the final figure.

Reporting Date: 8/13/2018 12:42 PM Semester: 2017/18 SP Merge Title: Summer 2018
Instructor ID: akw155 Instructor: Amber Worthington

Course ID Course Title Students Responses Response Rate

201718SP_____1CAS__100B005_1__21811--16594 CAS100B - Effective Speech 22 11 50.0%

201718SP_____1CAS__100B006_1__21811--16595 CAS100B - Effective Speech 23 10 43.5%

University Items
A1 Are you taking this course as an elective? Yes: 1    No: 9    I don't know: 2    N: 10       Percent Yes: 10.0%

A2 What grade do you expect to earn in this course? A: 11 / 91.7%      B: 1 / 8.3%      C or lower: 0 / 0.0%

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

A3 Rate the overall quality of this course.  0/  0%      1/  5%      0/  0%      1/  5%      1/  5%      7/33%    11/52%       21      6.19      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A4 Rate the overall quality of the instructor.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  5%      1/  5%      5/25%    13/65%       20      6.50      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Department Items

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

B048 Rate the effectiveness of the instructor's 
responses to student questions.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  5%      0/  0%      1/  5%      6/29%    13/62%       21      6.43      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B049 Rate the adequacy of the instructor's 
knowledge of the subject matter.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  5%      3/14%      3/14%    14/67%       21      6.43      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B062 Rate the organization of course material.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/10%      4/19%      3/14%    12/57%       21      6.19      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B068
Rate the clarity of the syllabus in stating 
course objectives, course outline, and 
criteria for grades.

 0/  0%      1/  5%      0/  0%      1/  5%      3/14%      4/19%    12/57%       21      6.14      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B070 Rate the instructor's skill in keeping the 
course on schedule.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  5%      2/10%      4/19%    14/67%       21      6.48      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B101
Rate the promptness with which graded 
exams, reports, and other materials were 
returned.

 0/  0%      1/  5%      0/  0%      0/  0%      5/25%      5/25%      9/45%       20      6.00      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B103
Rate the clarity of the instructor's 
explanations of how grades would be 
derived.

 0/  0%      1/  5%      0/  0%      1/  5%      2/10%      5/24%    12/57%       21      6.19      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B112 Rate the fairness of the overall grading 
system in the course.

 0/  0%      1/  5%      0/  0%      1/  5%      1/  5%      5/24%    13/62%       21      6.29      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

University Open Ended Items
Open 1 What helped you learn in this course?

There were quite a few supporting materials and clearly defined assignments.

I feel the literature helped a great deal.

The course materials and info.

The assignments were the most helpful in applying text book knowledge. The assignments were interesting and challenging, especially the speech making and 
teleconferences. I enjoyed them a lot. Thank you!



One thing is the clear expectations on assignments. This eliminates the guess work on what is expected from assignments. The teacher scores accurately and with 
fairness. This class has been one of my classes where I see the value in taking as well as a pleasure to take.

The text book, lectures, insider tips for the speeches, and extended rubrics.

The true learning in this course was the actual writing of certain subjects that we had to do.

The professor

the readings in the book

Something that helped me learn in this course the most was the the essays we had at the beginning of the semester. They touched on all the skills we would need to 
prepare us for our teleconferences and symposium. Without them, I would not have been as prepared.

Writing speeches and essays about the course readings was helpful to retain the material just read.

The group discussions were good. Each lesson was well thought out.

The writing assignments every week relating to the course material was helpful in solidifying the concepts in my mind. The group projects over the last half of the 
semester have given me the opportunity to consider other perspectives, and gave valuable real world experience interacting with the course material.

Open 2 What changes would improve your learning?

There would be no changes this method works, students don’t know what to expect in assignments so having samples to outline what it should look and feel like is 
important.

I believe much of the material was transferred directly from ANGEL to CANVAS. Some of the later assignments felt vague and out of place, perhaps going through 
and editing/revising them would make it easier to find and understand what was expected.

Less group projects... the last 4-5 weeks were largely revolving around group work and that doesn't work well with Internet/distance learning demands.

None

I feel if some directions were a bit more clear, such as the second teleconference. It was a bit unclear if we were to use the canvas conference or to call the number 
from the first teleconference.

None.

better way of doing the on the phone group discussions they are confusing to some people and no one wants to be moderators and hard to get a time everyone is 
available

One change that may have improved my learning was to see what was expected out of us through forms of videos or sound recordings. This would have showed us 
exactly what the successful skills would look like.

Overall I think the class ran smoothly, but the instructions for the last few group assignments were a little vague and caused confusion in my assigned group.Also it 
took me a few weeks to figure out how to utilize the “insider tips” etc for each lesson, and I’m not sure why we would be graded on something that wasn’t clear in 
the actual assignment.And finally, although I do feel like I’m walking away having learned new information, I feel like much of this course was self - taught; the posted 
lecture content was bare minimum, and all of the meat of the course came from the textbook.

The insider tips for the group discussions seemed like the most important aspects. Having those bold and maybe renamed to Need to Read, or something with 
urgency would be beneficial. The instructions for getting on the teleconference should be included in each teleconference rubric.

Unrestricted Items

CAS100
Rate your agreement with the 
following statement: “The instructor 
was easily accessible.”

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  5%      0/  0%      5/24%    15/71%      21     6.62     0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

CAS101
Rate how well you believe 
exams/quizzes/projects/papers 
assessed course objectives.

 0/  0%      1/  5%      0/  0%      1/  5%      0/  0%      6/29%    13/62%      21     6.33     0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

CAS102
Rate your agreement with the 
statement: “The instructor responded 
to my inquiries in a timely manner.”

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  5%      3/14%    17/81%      21     6.76     0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

CAS103
Rate your agreement with the 
statement: “I would recommend this 
course to others.”

 0/  0%      1/  5%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  5%      4/19%    15/71%      21     6.48     0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Signed by: SRTE - Penn State Copy Created 08/13/2018 16:42:04 Instructor Report at SRTE Penn State
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Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness Summary 
Fall 2017 
 
Online Instructor for Group Communication (CAS 100B) 
 
Brief Summary: 
 
Overall Student Rating of the Course: 5.92 out of 7.00 
Overall Student Rating of the Instructor: 6.33 out of 7.00 
 
Excerpts from Student Responses in Response to the Question “What helped you learn in 
this course?”: 
 

“The professor did a great job at thorough grading, suggestive instruction for 
improvements, and communicated very promptly to my questions and concerns.” 

“The instructor was so open to questions, and clarified so much, she was very helpful.”  

“It was the quality of the information and the grading structure. Professor Worthington 
does a very good job. She tough but very fair and that's exactly what we need to learn at a 
high level.” 

The full, official Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness is available starting on the next page. 

 

 

 



    Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness   Instructor Report

Enrollment numbers are acquired before the end of the semester andmay differ from the final figure.

Reporting Date: 1/11/2018 5:57 PM Semester: 2017/18 FA Merge Title: CAS 100B Fall17
Instructor ID: akw155 Instructor: Amber Worthington

Course ID Course Title Students Responses Response Rate

201718FA_____1CAS__100B002_1__21781--16959 CAS100B - Effective Speech 24 12 50.0%

201718FA_____1CAS__100B003_1__21781--16962 CAS100B - Effective Speech 22 12 54.5%

University Items
A1 Are you taking this course as an elective? Yes: 4    No: 12    I don't know: 0    N: 16       Percent Yes: 25.0%

A2 What grade do you expect to earn in this course? A: 7 / 41.2%      B: 8 / 47.1%      C or lower: 2 / 11.8%

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

A3 Rate the overall quality of this course.  0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  4%      4/17%      2/  8%      6/25%    11/46%       24      5.92      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A4 Rate the overall quality of the instructor.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  8%      2/  8%      6/25%    14/58%       24      6.33      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Department Items

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

B048 Rate the effectiveness of the instructor's 
responses to student questions.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      3/13%      0/  0%      6/26%    14/61%       23      6.35      1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B049 Rate the adequacy of the instructor's 
knowledge of the subject matter.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  4%      2/  8%      5/21%    16/67%       24      6.50      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B062 Rate the organization of course material.  0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  4%      2/  8%      1/  4%      7/29%    13/54%       24      6.21      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B068
Rate the clarity of the syllabus in stating 
course objectives, course outline, and 
criteria for grades.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  4%      2/  8%      3/13%      4/17%    14/58%       24      6.17      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B070 Rate the instructor's skill in keeping the 
course on schedule.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  8%      3/13%      3/13%    16/67%       24      6.38      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B101
Rate the promptness with which graded 
exams, reports, and other materials were 
returned.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  4%      4/17%      2/  8%      4/17%    13/54%       24      6.00      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B103
Rate the clarity of the instructor's 
explanations of how grades would be 
derived.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  8%      2/  8%      5/21%    15/63%       24      6.38      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B112 Rate the fairness of the overall grading 
system in the course.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  4%      1/  4%      2/  8%      5/21%    15/63%       24      6.33      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

University Open Ended Items
Open 1 What helped you learn in this course?

Amber has been great as an instructor.She is quick to reply to questions, and has been helpful in all aspects of this course.

The textbooks and online lecture material helped with my learning in this course.

The text book was useful as much of the course work required direct quotes from the book.

Professor was very descriptive and always offered help

The live interaction by video or teleconference brings the being essays to life.



Professor's explanations were great on top of vague and sometimes confusing initial instructions.

The book helped me learn.

It was the quality of the information and the grading structure. Professor Worthington does a very good job. She tough but very fair and that's exactly what we need 
to learn at a high level.

The weekly assignments, professor's instructions, and group practice has really helped me develop and learn my group effective discussion skills.

The professor did a great job at thorough grading, suggestive instruction for improvements, and communicated very promptly to my questions and concerns.

The textbook readings was most helpful.

the instructor was so open to questions, and clarified so much, she was very helpful.

Group lessons helped more than the individual speech

The instructor being easily accessible and detailed in her explanations.

The required reading material is where I learned most.

Honestly, I didn't learn much but that is because I have been in the workforce for 35 years and needed to understand how to communicate in groups for my 
profession as I did it on a daily basis. The book was excellent though and the assignments were interesting.

Public speaking is something that I do routinely in my career- I felt as though this course was repetitive and constantly being told to keep to the prompt was a bit 
disheartening. It was disappointing that I was not able to use a speech or two that I spoke in front of 500 people for this course. I felt as though she would belittle me 
during her evaluation, sometimes while speaking it is okay to use fillers such as "um" or "like"- in every leadership book out there, it even states that. I feel it was very 
hard to earn an A in this course, BUT I will say this. Amber was exceptionally understanding when it came to medical diagnosis and my vacation- she allowed me to 
catch up on missed work and instead of me typing up essay's- I was allowed to send in video's instead with an outline, which I felt helped immensely. If we were 
able to do that with all of our lessons that would also help. Another thing that must be noted, is that being in a "World Campus" course, it is NOT always easy to set 
up teleconferences, especially when we have children, careers and other students that are not willing to budge on their "free" time. We all have lives, in the "real 
world" teleconferences times are set- and if you are able to attend, great- if not, no big deal. Normally after a teleconference or a webinar a power point presentation 
is then emailed out to those who were unable to be present.That would have been exceptionally helpful.

Open 2 What changes would improve your learning?

I would recommend not putting so much of an priority on time management for the discussions.

The teleconference platform is horrendous. Adobe Connect or something different would be far better.

I wouldn't change anything about this course. I believe the instructor is doing her best to accommodate all her students and helping us learn in the process.

I would include more lecture videos explaining the material.

Nothing I can think of at this time.Good course.

More online material and less textbook. A breakdown of the lesson from the professor perspective.

To allow the students to meet through teleconference to discuss roles and other group decisions that had to be made.

I wish that this course was more clear about when assignments would be viewed publicly. For instance, we had a few assignments that were recorded and I was 
under the impression that only the professor and aides would be able to view it, but in fact the whole class could. This was not made clear in the assignment or 
syllabus.

It might be useful to use a tool like CATME to help select those for groups and also for grading. I found it a bit frustrating that regardless of my efforts in 
communicating the interest from most of my group members was terribly lacking.

I think that including video/audio examples of speech expectations would be beneficial. I learn best visually and there was not a lot of visual demonstrations.

n/a

none

The changes to improve my learning, would be able to have a set time to do my school work daily, however with my promotion at the current time it does not always 
work that way.

The group assignments with students at all different stages in remote learning was extremely difficult and frustrating to coordinate with varying schedules. People 
choose online learning for the flexibility and trying to accommodate 4 different schedules was a struggle. The literacy badges program needs improvement. The 
submitted my assignments weeks in adavnace yet the request for assignment submissions in my course could not be completed because the badges were not 
approved.

I believe some assignments could be slightly more clear as to what the objective is.

No changes are needed at this time.

Unrestricted Items

CAS100
Rate your agreement with the 
following statement: “The instructor 
was easily accessible.”

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  8%      1/  4%      5/21%    16/67%      24     6.46     0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

CAS101
Rate how well you believe 
exams/quizzes/projects/papers 
assessed course objectives.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      3/13%      5/21%      2/  8%    14/58%      24     6.13     0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7



CAS102
Rate your agreement with the 
statement: “The instructor responded 
to my inquiries in a timely manner.”

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  9%      2/  9%      4/17%    15/65%      23     6.39     0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

CAS103
Rate your agreement with the 
statement: “I would recommend this 
course to others.”

 1/  4%      0/  0%      0/  0%      5/21%      3/13%      1/  4%    14/58%      24     5.83     0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Signed by: SRTE - Penn State Copy Created 01/11/2018 22:57:51 Instructor Report at SRTE Penn State
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Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness Summary 
Summer 2017 
 
Online Instructor for Organizational Communication (CAS 352) 
 
Brief Summary: 
 
Overall Student Rating of the Course: 6.55 out of 7.00 
Overall Student Rating of the Instructor: 6.64 out of 7.00 
 

The full, official Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness is available starting on the next page. 

 

 

 



    Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness   Instructor Report

Enrollment numbers are acquired before the end of the semester andmay differ from the final figure.

Reporting Date: 1/11/2018 6:00 PM Semester: 2016/17 SU
Instructor ID: akw155 Instructor: Amber Worthington

Course ID Course Title Students Responses Response Rate

201617SU_____1CAS__352_001_1__21751---5765 CAS352- Organization Comm 28 11 39.3%

University Items
A1 Are you taking this course as an elective? Yes: 0    No: 7    I don't know: 0    N: 7       Percent Yes: 0.0%

A2 What grade do you expect to earn in this course? A: 6 / 85.7%      B: 0 / 0.0%      C or lower: 1 / 14.3%

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

A3 Rate the overall quality of this course.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  9%      3/27%      7/64%       11      6.55      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A4 Rate the overall quality of the instructor.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      4/36%      7/64%       11      6.64      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Department Items

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

B048 Rate the effectiveness of the instructor's 
responses to student questions.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  9%      0/  0%      2/18%      8/73%       11      6.55      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B049 Rate the adequacy of the instructor's 
knowledge of the subject matter.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      4/36%      7/64%       11      6.64      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B062 Rate the organization of course material.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  9%      4/36%      6/55%       11      6.45      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B068
Rate the clarity of the syllabus in stating 
course objectives, course outline, and 
criteria for grades.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      4/36%      7/64%       11      6.64      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B070 Rate the instructor's skill in keeping the 
course on schedule.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  9%      0/  0%      3/27%      7/64%       11      6.45      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B101
Rate the promptness with which graded 
exams, reports, and other materials were 
returned.

 1/  9%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  9%      1/  9%      3/27%      5/45%       11      5.73      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B103
Rate the clarity of the instructor's 
explanations of how grades would be 
derived.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      5/45%      6/55%       11      6.55      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B112 Rate the fairness of the overall grading 
system in the course.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      4/36%      7/64%       11      6.64      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

University Open Ended Items
Open 1 What helped you learn in this course?

The discussion posts and essays were great in learning the material.

The discussions were pretty engaging.

The group project!

The group lessons and the reading material.

N/A

Open 2 What changes would improve your learning?



Overall really enjoyed the class and structure.

A different text book - the one used was incredibly dry and difficult to utilize.

The instructions for the final project are very confusing. Maybe go back through and reevaluate how it's presented to the class.

N/A

The grading wasn't very straight forward.

Unrestricted Items

CAS100
Rate your agreement with the 
following statement: “The instructor 
was easily accessible.”

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  9%      2/18%      8/73%      11     6.64     0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

CAS101
Rate how well you believe 
exams/quizzes/projects/papers 
assessed course objectives.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  9%      0/  0%      3/27%      7/64%      11     6.45     0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

CAS102
Rate your agreement with the 
statement: “The instructor responded 
to my inquiries in a timely manner.”

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  9%      2/18%      8/73%      11     6.64     0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

CAS103
Rate your agreement with the 
statement: “I would recommend this 
course to others.”

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  9%      1/  9%      2/18%      7/64%      11     6.36     0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Signed by: SRTE - Penn State Copy Created 01/11/2018 23:00:11 Instructor Report at SRTE Penn State
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Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness Summary 
Fall 2015 
 
Instructor for Communication and Aging (CAS 421) 
 
Brief Summary: 
 
Overall Student Rating of the Course: 6.10 out of 7.00 
Overall Student Rating of the Instructor: 6.40 out of 7.00 
 
Excerpts from Student Responses in Response to the Question “What helped you learn in 
this course?”: 
 

“I really benefitted from the powerpoint slides because it allowed me to easily organize 
main points and theories - being a visual learner. Amber was also always readily able to 
explain a point at depth in class, when needed. The case studies were good because they 
reinforced what we were learning in class to real world work.” 

“Amber is a great teacher who is very understanding and willing to help her students in 
any way possible. Loved this class because she made the material interesting and made it 
easily relatable.”  

“Amber was definitely an interesting professor. Although the course wasn't the most 
interesting of topics she made me want to continue coming to the class.” 

 

The full, official Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness is available starting on the next page. 

 

 

 



  Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness  Instructor Report

Enrollment numbers are acquired before the end of the semester andmay differ from the final figure.

Reporting Date: 12/18/2015 12:44 PM Semester: 2015/16 FA
Instructor ID: AKW155 Instructor: AMBER WORTHINGTON

Course ID Course Title Students Responses Response Rate
201516FAUP___RCAS__421_001 CAS421 , Section 001: COMM AND AGING 25 21 84.0%

University Items
A1 Are you taking this course as an elective? Yes: 3    No: 12    I don't know: 0    N: 15       Percent Yes: 20.0%
A2 What grade do you expect to earn in this course? A: 5 / 33.3%      B: 9 / 60.0%      C or lower: 1 / 6.7%

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

A3 Rate the overall quality of this course.  0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  5%      1/  5%      1/  5%      9/45%      8/40%       20      6.10      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A4 Rate the overall quality of the instructor.  0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  5%      0/  0%      1/  5%      6/30%    12/60%       20      6.40      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Department Items
Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

B001 Rate the clarity of the instructor's 
presentations.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/10%      0/  0%      5/24%    14/67%       21      6.48      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B013 Rate the effectiveness of the instructor as a 
speaker.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/10%      0/  0%      8/38%    11/52%       21      6.33      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B024 Rate the instructor's availability during 
posted hours and appointments.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/10%      0/  0%      5/25%    13/65%       20      6.45      1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B038 Rate the instructor's skill creating a climate 
conducive to learning.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  5%      1/  5%      5/24%    14/67%       21      6.52      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B049 Rate the adequacy of the instructor's 
knowledge of the subject matter.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      3/14%      5/24%    13/62%       21      6.48      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B052 Rate the instructor as an intellectual role 
model for students.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/10%      3/15%      3/15%    12/60%       20      6.25      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B063 Rate the instructor in terms of his/her 
preparation for class.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  5%      2/10%      6/29%    12/57%       21      6.38      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B068
Rate the clarity of the syllabus in stating 
course objectives, course outline, and 
criteria for grades.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  5%      0/  0%      2/10%      6/29%    12/57%       21      6.33      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B088 Rate the instructor's enthusiasm about the 
subject matter.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  5%      2/10%      6/30%    11/55%       20      6.35      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B114 Rate the instructor's openness to discussion 
of other viewpoints.  0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  5%      1/  5%      4/19%      3/14%    12/57%       21      6.14      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B122
Rate the appropriateness of the instructor's 
encouragement of student participation and 
discussion.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  5%      1/  5%      2/10%      5/24%    12/57%       21      6.24      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7



B141 Rate the instructor's skill in encouraging 
class participation and discussion.  0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  5%      2/10%      3/14%      6/29%      9/43%       21      5.95      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B147 Rate the instructor's skill in encouraging 
students to think.  0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  5%      2/10%      3/14%      6/29%      9/43%       21      5.95      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B149 Rate the instructor's skill in making class 
sessions intellectually stimulating.  0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  5%      1/  5%      2/10%      7/35%      9/45%       20      6.10      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B156 Rate the effectiveness of the course in 
improving critical thinking skills.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/10%      6/29%      4/19%      9/43%       21      5.95      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

University Open Ended Items
Open 1 What helped you learn in this course?
I tried very hard to learn the course material but did not get a good grasp of what was being taught or how she graded the papers.
She made it a very open learning environment and I found the info very interesting! I liked how she printed out the slides for us and always gave us review sheets for 
exams.
The printed slides. Helped me take extensive notes.
I think the games were useful in helping us learn because it was applied to a competition which made it more fun.
The printed powerpoint slides and review games each week.
Having the powerpoints available to me at all times with my notes helped me have complete access to the information I needed to know.
I really benefitted from the powerpoint slides because it allowed me to easily organize main points and theories - being a visual learner.Amber was also always 
readily able to explain a point at depth in class, when needed.The case studies were good because they reinforced what we were learning in class to real world 
work.
Amber is a great teacher who is very understanding and willing to help her students in any way possible. Loved this class because she made the material interesting 
and made it easily relatable.
powerpoints
She encouraged feedback on her performance over the course of the semester and was really detailed.
Lectures/ Games
The games
I did not find it the most interesting topics, but Amber made it fun to be in class.
Amber was definitely an interesting professor. Although the course wasn't the most interesting of topics she made me want to continue coming to the class.
study guides
Friday exercises and ambers expertise
straight forward what was being taught and what was going to be on the exams. always knew what was expected.
Professor was helpful during lectures
Open 2 What changes would improve your learning?
nothing
more class involvement
Make the class a bit more discussion based. She will make a wonderful professor
Make sure you completely explain things and go a little slower.
Better understanding of how she wants the students to complete her essays and to help guide them more through the material then just lecturing the entire class time
Nothing
Not as much weight on assignments
n/a
No friday in class activities
discussions
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Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness Summary 
Fall 2014 
 
Instructor for Health Communication (CAS 253) 
 
Brief Summary: 
 
Overall Student Rating of the Course: 5.50 out of 7.00 
Overall Student Rating of the Instructor: 6.63 out of 7.00 
 
Excerpts from Student Responses in Response to the Question “What helped you learn in 
this course?”: 
 

“Amber was crucial in helping me learn in this class as she really forced us to think and 
participate in class discussions.” 

“Being given the opportunity to work on our portfolio project all semester helped me 
apply concepts we learned in class. The feedback on our writing was also very effective 
and helped me learn what mistakes i made and how to improve them. I think my writing 
ability has also been able to improve due to the feedback.” 

“Overall, it was an excellent learning experience! Initially some of the terms were harder 
to understand without some examples, but after hearing our feedback in class, Amber 
made sure to provide more examples to help us remember the material.” 

 

The full, official Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness is available starting on the next page. 

 

 

 



  Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness  Instructor Report

Enrollment numbers are acquired before the end of the semester andmay differ from the final figure.

Reporting Date: 12/23/2014 5:49 PM Semester: 2014/15 FA
Instructor ID: AKW155 Instructor: AMBER WORTHINGTON

Course ID Course Title Students Responses Response Rate
201415FAUP___RCAS__253_001 CAS253 , Section 001: HEALTH COM 21 8 38.1%

University Items

Department Items

A1 Are you taking this course as an elective? Yes: 3    No: 3    I don't know: 0    N: 6       Percent Yes: 50.0%
A2 What grade do you expect to earn in this course? A: 2 / 40.0%      B: 2 / 40.0%      C or lower: 1 / 20.0%

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

A3 Rate the overall quality of this course.  0/  0%      0/  0%      1/13%      1/13%      1/13%      3/38%      2/25%       8      5.50      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A4 Rate the overall quality of the instructor.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/13%      1/13%      6/75%       8      6.63      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

B001 Rate the clarity of the instructor's 
presentations.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/14%      0/  0%      4/57%      2/29%       7      6.00      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B013 Rate the effectiveness of the instructor as a 
speaker.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/14%      0/  0%      3/43%      3/43%       7      6.14      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B024 Rate the instructor's availability during 
posted hours and appointments.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/14%      0/  0%      3/43%      3/43%       7      6.14      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B038 Rate the instructor's skill creating a climate 
conducive to learning.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/14%      3/43%      3/43%       7      6.29      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B049 Rate the adequacy of the instructor's 
knowledge of the subject matter.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/14%      6/86%       7      6.86      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B052 Rate the instructor as an intellectual role 
model for students.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/29%      5/71%       7      6.71      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B063 Rate the instructor in terms of his/her 
preparation for class.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/14%      6/86%       7      6.86      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B068
Rate the clarity of the syllabus in stating 
course objectives, course outline, and 
criteria for grades.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      1/14%      0/  0%      1/14%      2/29%      3/43%       7      5.86      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B088 Rate the instructor's enthusiasm about the 
subject matter.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/14%      1/14%      5/71%       7      6.57      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B114 Rate the instructor's openness to discussion 
of other viewpoints.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/17%      2/33%      3/50%       6      6.33      1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7



University Open Ended Items

B122
Rate the appropriateness of the instructor's 
encouragement of student participation and 
discussion.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/14%      2/29%      4/57%       7      6.43      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B141 Rate the instructor's skill in encouraging 
class participation and discussion.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/14%      2/29%      4/57%       7      6.43      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B147 Rate the instructor's skill in encouraging 
students to think.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/14%      1/14%      5/71%       7      6.57      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B149 Rate the instructor's skill in making class 
sessions intellectually stimulating.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/14%      3/43%      3/43%       7      6.29      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B156 Rate the effectiveness of the course in 
improving critical thinking skills.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/14%      0/  0%      3/43%      3/43%       7      6.14      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Open 1 What helped you learn in this course?
Amber was crucial in helping me learn in this class as she really forced us to think and participate in class discussions
The case Studies
Being given the opportunity to work on our portfolio project all semester helped me apply concepts we learned in class. The feedback on our writing was also very 
effective and helped me learn what mistakes i made and how to improve them. I think my writing ability has also been able to improve due to the feedback.
The portfolio project and case study really helped me make sure I understood the material and could apply it to everyday life.
case studies helped apply concepts
Open 2 What changes would improve your learning?
Not as many case studies
Overall, it was an excellent learning experience! Initially some of the terms were harder to understand without some examples, but after hearing our feedback in 
class, Amber made sure to provide more examples to help us remember the material.
The portoflios were really hard and lengthy assingments, in that I feel like I got lost myself in trying to write them.
some type of extra credit to help reduce the stress the portfolio adds. something else to weigh in, if you do not do entirely well on a portfolio submission
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Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness Summary 
Spring 2014 
 
Instructor for Communication Research Methods (CAS 204) 
 
Brief Summary: 
 
Overall Student Rating of the Course: 5.41 out of 7.00 
Overall Student Rating of the Instructor: 5.94 out of 7.00 
 
Excerpts from Student Responses in Response to the Question “What helped you learn in 
this course?”: 
 

“The daily presentations of information were perfect for note taking and aided in 
preparation for exams. Also our participation assignments helped put the information in a 
different light which definitely helped with genuinely learning the information.” 

“Amber gave us great examples when explaining concepts, and made sure that everything 
was understood before moving on. I also liked how she did in class activities that helps us 
understand the concepts being discussed.” 

“Amber was very helpful and resourceful about the information taught in class. I felt 
comfortable with her to ask questions.” 

 

The full, official Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness is available starting on the next page. 

 

 

 



Enrollment numbers are acquired before the end of the semester and may differ from the final figure.

  Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness  Instructor Report

Reporting Date: 6/4/2014 2:57 PM Semester: 2013/14 SP
Instructor ID: AKW155 Instructor: AMBER WORTHINGTON

Course ID Course Title Students Responses Response Rate
201314SPUP___RCAS__204_001 CAS204 , Section 001: COMM RSCH MTHDS 28 18 64.3%

University Items

Department Items

A1 Are you taking this course as an elective? Yes: 0    No: 9    I don't know: 0    N: 9       Percent Yes: 0.0%
A2 What grade do you expect to earn in this course? A: 3 / 33.3%      B: 4 / 44.4%      C or lower: 2 / 22.2%

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

A3 Rate the overall quality of this course.  1/  6%      0/  0%      0/  0%      3/18%      5/29%      2/12%      6/35%       17      5.41      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A4 Rate the overall quality of the instructor.  0/  0%      1/  6%      0/  0%      1/  6%      4/24%      2/12%      9/53%       17      5.94      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

B001 Rate the clarity of the instructor's 
presentations.  1/  6%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  6%      2/11%      7/39%      7/39%       18      5.89      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B013 Rate the effectiveness of the instructor as a 
speaker.  1/  6%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  6%      3/17%      5/28%      8/44%       18      5.89      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B024 Rate the instructor's availability during 
posted hours and appointments.  1/  7%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  7%      3/21%      9/64%       14      6.21      4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B038 Rate the instructor's skill creating a climate 
conducive to learning.  1/  6%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  6%      3/17%      5/28%      8/44%       18      5.89      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B049 Rate the adequacy of the instructor's 
knowledge of the subject matter.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  6%      1/  6%      1/  6%    15/83%       18      6.67      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B052 Rate the instructor as an intellectual role 
model for students.  1/  6%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  6%      5/28%    11/61%       18      6.28      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B063 Rate the instructor in terms of his/her 
preparation for class.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/11%      3/17%    13/72%       18      6.61      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B068
Rate the clarity of the syllabus in stating 
course objectives, course outline, and 
criteria for grades.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/11%      1/  6%      3/17%    12/67%       18      6.39      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B088 Rate the instructor's enthusiasm about the 
subject matter.  1/  6%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  6%      4/22%      1/  6%    11/61%       18      6.00      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B114 Rate the instructor's openness to discussion 
of other viewpoints.  1/  6%      0/  0%      1/  6%      1/  6%      1/  6%      1/  6%    11/69%       16      6.00      2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7



University Open Ended Items

B122
Rate the appropriateness of the instructor's 
encouragement of student participation and 
discussion.

 1/  6%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/11%      1/  6%      3/17%    11/61%       18      6.06      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B141 Rate the instructor's skill in encouraging 
class participation and discussion.  1/  6%      1/  6%      1/  6%      1/  6%      3/17%      4/22%      7/39%       18      5.44      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B147 Rate the instructor's skill in encouraging 
students to think.  1/  6%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/11%      3/17%      3/17%      9/50%       18      5.83      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B149 Rate the instructor's skill in making class 
sessions intellectually stimulating.  1/  6%      1/  6%      1/  6%      2/11%      2/11%      4/22%      7/39%       18      5.39      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B156 Rate the effectiveness of the course in 
improving critical thinking skills.  1/  6%      0/  0%      1/  6%      1/  6%      4/22%      4/22%      7/39%       18      5.61      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Open 1 What helped you learn in this course?
powerpoints,
Amber''s powerpoints and in class participation assignments.
The daily presentations of information were perfect for note taking and aided in preparation for exams. Also our participation assignments helped put the 
information in a different light which definitely helped with genuinely learning the information.
Professor was great and always there if needed.
The power points were definitely a good starting point for what we needed to know but there was so much information that was not on them that sometimes it was 
hard to follow!Other than that, most of the examples Ms. Worthington gave pertained to something we all had knowledge about, which made understanding the 
concept(s) easier.
Doing in-class activities were helpful for applying the material learned in lecture.
Amber gave us great examples when explaining concepts, and made sure that everything was understood before moving on. I also liked how she did in class 
activities that helps us understand the concepts being discussed.
The study guides kind of helped, but the lectures were so boring and I did not learning anything from them. The lecture power points were obviously made by the 
department to give to graduate students to teach.
The powerpoints and review sheets
She gave a lot of good examples, those really solidified the ideas for me.
The instructor...Amber is extremely straight forward, tests don''t try to trick you, etc. Easy to learn and retain the information long term with an instructor like her
Amber was very helpful and resourceful about the information taught in class. I felt comfortable with her to ask questions.
Open 2 What changes would improve your learning?
SLOW DOWN WHEN TALKING and give us a chance to write things down (pause every now and then!) Sometimes you spoke so fast that I could tell people 
were missing what you said.Overall, it was a great class and I would recommend taking Ms. Worthington to anyone interested in this material because she was 
especially knowledgable about the subject matter.Ms. Worthington also cared that we understood the materials and those assignments for the most part helped A 
LOT when trying to make the connection between what we learned and real-life situations (which I personally like b/c then you can see how it actually 
works).Great class but SLOW DOWN. :)
Nothing, really. Everything seemed to be covered really well.
Less lecture!
N/A
More interaction with the lectures.
none
I would like to see the power points a little more detailed so that when it comes to studying it is a little easier.
A little more detail in her powerpoints.
more exciting classes.
Some more hands on learning rather than just power points every day
No comment
Getting rid of one of the tests and replacing it with a group project to present to the class would be awesome or more papers. Multiple choices questions will do 
absolutely nothing for me in life and the material is irrelevant if not applied to the real world.
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Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness Summary 
Spring 2013 
 
Teaching Assistant for Communication Theory (CAS 202) 
 
Brief Summary: 
 
Overall Student Rating of the Course: 5.28 out of 7.00 
Overall Student Rating of the Instructor: 5.82 out of 7.00 
 
Excerpts from Student Responses in Response to the Question “What helped you learn in 
this course?”: 
 

“Amber clearly has extensive knowledge of and interest in the material covered in this 
course. She is also a kind, effective, and enjoyable instructor. I hope she plans to continue 
teaching in some fashion. As a TA, she has been helpful, understanding, funny, 
informative, and encouraging.” 

“Amber helped me a lot throughout this course, assisting me with information I did not 
understand at all from the lecture. Her power-points were a lot more understandable then 
the ones given in class. She is going to be a great teacher because she teaches in a way 
that the students understand and can relate to. She makes sure that the class fully 
understands the information before she moves on. I feel I would not have done well in 
this class without her labs.” 

“I liked how Amber broke down concepts so that students could understand. I thoroughly 
enjoyed her study sections and her willingness to help.” 

 

The full, official Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness is available starting on the next page. 

 

 

 



Enrollment numbers are acquired before the end of the semester and may differ from the final figure.

  Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness  Instructor Report

Reporting Date: 5/10/2013 4:08 PM Semester: 2012/13 SP Merge Title: 202 Merged
Instructor ID: AKW155 Instructor: AMBER WORTHINGTON

Course ID Course Title Students Responses Response Rate
201213SPUP___RCAS__202_001 CAS202 , Section 001: COMM THRY 21 19 90.48%
201213SPUP___RCAS__202_003 CAS202 , Section 003: COMM THRY 24 20 83.33%

University Items

Department Items

A1 Are you taking this course as an elective? Yes: 1    No: 31    I don't know: 1    N: 32       Percent Yes: 3.13%
A2 What grade do you expect to earn in this course? A: 6 / 18.2%      B: 18 / 54.5%      C or lower: 9 / 27.3%

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

A3 Rate the overall quality of this course.  0/  0%      2/  5%      2/  5%      5/13%    11/28%    12/31%      7/18%       39      5.28      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A4 Rate the overall quality of the instructor.  1/  3%      0/  0%      0/  0%      3/  8%      6/15%    19/49%    10/26%       39      5.82      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

B001 Rate the clarity of the instructor's 
presentations.  1/  3%      0/  0%      1/  3%      1/  3%    10/26%    13/33%    13/33%       39      5.82      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B013 Rate the effectiveness of the instructor as a 
speaker.  1/  3%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  5%      9/23%    14/36%    13/33%       39      5.87      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B024 Rate the instructor's availability during 
posted hours and appointments.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  7%      5/17%    11/38%    11/38%       29      6.07      5

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B038 Rate the instructor's skill creating a climate 
conducive to learning.  1/  3%      0/  0%      0/  0%      5/13%      9/23%    12/31%    12/31%       39      5.69      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B049 Rate the adequacy of the instructor's 
knowledge of the subject matter.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  5%      4/10%    13/33%    20/51%       39      6.31      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B052 Rate the instructor as an intellectual role 
model for students.  0/  0%      1/  3%      1/  3%      4/11%      1/  3%    16/43%    14/38%       37      5.95      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B063 Rate the instructor in terms of his/her 
preparation for class.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  5%      4/10%    15/38%    18/46%       39      6.26      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B068
Rate the clarity of the syllabus in stating 
course objectives, course outline, and 
criteria for grades.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      4/10%      7/18%    16/41%    12/31%       39      5.92      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B088 Rate the instructor's enthusiasm about the 
subject matter.  0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  5%      5/13%      6/15%    15/38%    11/28%       39      5.72      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B114 Rate the instructor's openness to discussion 
of other viewpoints.  0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  3%      2/  5%      4/11%    14/38%    16/43%       37      6.14      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7



University Open Ended Items

B122
Rate the appropriateness of the instructor's 
encouragement of student participation and 
discussion.

 1/  3%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  5%      8/21%    13/33%    15/38%       39      5.95      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B141 Rate the instructor's skill in encouraging 
class participation and discussion.  1/  3%      0/  0%      0/  0%      4/10%      6/15%    13/33%    15/38%       39      5.90      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B147 Rate the instructor's skill in encouraging 
students to think.  0/  0%      1/  3%      1/  3%      4/10%      9/23%    10/26%    14/36%       39      5.74      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B149 Rate the instructor's skill in making class 
sessions intellectually stimulating.  1/  3%      0/  0%      2/  5%      3/  8%    10/26%    10/26%    12/32%       38      5.61      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B156 Rate the effectiveness of the course in 
improving critical thinking skills.  1/  3%      0/  0%      1/  3%      5/13%      7/18%    10/26%    15/38%       39      5.74      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Open 1 What helped you learn in this course?
Ambers power points
Very clear powerpoints and an organized class schedule helped me to learn.
I liked how Amber broke down concepts so that students could understand. I thoroughly enjoyed her study sections and her willingness to help.
Power points and labs
Amber always had a way of making us understand the lecture information better in lab. At times, the lectures in class were all over and hard to actually understand. 
Without Amber I wouldn''t have been able to actually understand the material in this class. It is not a hard class it just makes it difficult to learn when the professor 
seems to be all over and come up with his "own" terms instead of the book. Overall, Amber helped me learn better in the course
Amber helped me a lot throughout this course, assisting me with information I did not understand at all from the lecture. Her power-points were a lot more 
understandable then the ones given in class. She is going to be a great teacher because she teaches in a way that the students understand and can relate to. She 
makes sure that the class fully understands the information before she moves on. I feel I would not have done well in this class without her labs.
the interactive methods we had in lab: acting out skits, talking in groups, etc.
Primarily all information I learned in this course was through Amber. Amber has a very good way of relating lecture material to a more understandable and 
conducive nature. Amber is very clear and thorough in her explanations which I greatly appreciated since lectures were difficult to understand. The use of jeopardy 
review games before examinations also helped to better prepare for the exam; the questions and applications used were helpful.
The power points
Amber was a great TA considering what she was working with. I found the material to be dry and Dr. Hect left a lot missing for her to elaborate on and was having 
to explain and make excuses for his sometimes rude behavior. Amber helped think of different activities during lab that allowed the students to understand what we 
were learning. She also encouraged us to speak up if we didn''t understand anything.
The skits and the jeopardy helped me learn and comprehend the theories.
When we started to review the theories by applying them to skits helped my understanding of the theories. The TA is very well informed but it would''ve been nice 
if we could''ve somehow reviewed or applied the theories more- it still seemed like we were on our own to figure them out.
Amber clearly has extensive knowledge of and interest in the material covered in this course. She is also a kind, effective, and enjoyable instructor. I hope she plans 
to continue teaching in some fashion. As a TA, she has been helpful, understanding, funny, informative, and encouraging.
Amber always answered any questions clearly. She gave extra help to students who attended class regularly and was understanding when I had to miss for school 
events.
jeopardy review games
Having a lab session to clarify topics learned in lectures helped me learn in this course.
Amber is what allowed me to pass this class. She was very clear when explaining the lessons and did so in a way that was way easier to understand. If we didn''t 
understand the material she would reword it and make sure we understood what she was talking about. I also liked the group work we had to do in the lab. This 
was a great help to better understand the material. It allowed you to apply the lessons in real life situation which, for me, makes things easier to understand.
The assignments and case studies.
The game played on friday labs
I really enjoyed Amber''s weekly PowerPoints that would highlight and explain the important themes of lecture. The lab activities that we also completed also 
helped with understanding of the lecture material.
The power points and the explanations from Amber.
The TA
Examples presented to help learn concepts
Lab Sessions were very informative, in depth analysis of course concept
power point lectures



PowerPoints clarifying concepts were helpful! Review sessions and exam study guides were great resources.
The Lab sessions where we reviewed the weeks material in a new light.
acting out skits
Open 2 What changes would improve your learning?
If she taught the class and not just the lab.
More fun/creative activities
There were no assignments in this class. I would of liked to see more assignments that lab participation and random quizzes.
Time
NA
I honestly enjoyed this lab even though it was required. However if I could change the whole course, I would not require I lab section for CAS 202. Sometimes it 
seems as if its a waste of time.
these concepts and theories seem pretty common knowledge and basic but the technical language makes it much more harder to understand them
More reviews of class material in lab.
The only problem which does not directly relate to Amber was the exam Q''s. They were very wordy and not clear which caused me to make mistakes when 
answering questions, so I would suggest making exam questions more clear.
see above
none
I would have PowerPoints to go with every lecture because at times the lectures were vague and confusing.
I just did not like the way Dr. Hecht taught his lectures. If it were not for Amber I would not have passed this course.
make power points available earlier so they can be printed out and marked up.
no suggestions
There is way too much information squeezed into exams, it makes it too difficult to remember whats what.
Different examples of the topic we are covering such as online articles or video clips might help improve learning.
This course needs a professor who''s good at teaching, not just one who has his name on a bunch of research.Teaching is a skill separate from knowing the material 
and the professor was not skilled in conveying the information in a helpful manner.
simpler terms to define things
I wouldn''t change anything. I think she did a great job with our lab class.
More applications of the theories like we did toward the end.
Labs should be used as a time to review weekly material, not to do application/ case studies
No skits, they were awkward
Lab assignments were pointless -- did not help students to better grasp course material. It would be better to use lab periods to directly review the week''s lectures.
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Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness Summary 
Spring 2013 
 
Instructor for Effective Speech (CAS 100A) 
 
Brief Summary: 
 
Overall Student Rating of the Course: 5.42 out of 7.00 
Overall Student Rating of the Instructor: 5.75 out of 7.00 
 
Excerpts from Student Responses in Response to the Question “What helped you learn in 
this course?”: 
 

“I really liked how our instructor was very clear in her presentations. She used relevant 
and interesting examples of different rhetorical devices we were covering, which really 
helped me understand.” 

“Amber having office hours and talking through things with each of us. Also, the mini 
speeches were great for getting comfortable in front of the whole class.”  

“I think really going over the material so many times helped, especially for the tests.” 

 

The full, official Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness is available starting on the next page. 

 

 

 



Enrollment numbers are acquired before the end of the semester and may differ from the final figure.

  Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness  Instructor Report

Reporting Date: 5/11/2013 5:07 PM Semester: 2012/13 SP
Instructor ID: AKW155 Instructor: AMBER WORTHINGTON

Course ID Course Title Students Responses Response Rate
201213SPUP___RCAS__100A060 CAS100A, Section 060: EFFECTIVE SPEECH 27 24 88.89%

University Items

Department Items

A1 Are you taking this course as an elective? Yes: 1    No: 17    I don't know: 2    N: 18       Percent Yes: 5.56%
A2 What grade do you expect to earn in this course? A: 14 / 73.7%      B: 5 / 26.3%      C or lower: 0 / 0.0%

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

A3 Rate the overall quality of this course.  0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  4%      3/13%      6/25%    13/54%      1/  4%       24      5.42      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A4 Rate the overall quality of the instructor.  0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  4%      4/17%      2/  8%    10/42%      7/29%       24      5.75      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

B001 Rate the clarity of the instructor's 
presentations.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  8%      5/21%      5/21%    12/50%       24      6.13      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B014 Rate the instructor's skill in organizing 
classroom activities.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  8%      4/17%      6/25%    12/50%       24      6.17      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B038 Rate the instructor's skill creating a climate 
conducive to learning.  0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  4%      2/  8%      2/  8%      7/29%    12/50%       24      6.13      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B043 Rate the instructor's skill in encouraging 
students to improve.  0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  4%      1/  4%      4/17%      5/21%    13/54%       24      6.17      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B049 Rate the adequacy of the instructor's 
knowledge of the subject matter.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  4%      8/35%    14/61%       23      6.57      1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B063 Rate the instructor in terms of his/her 
preparation for class.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  8%      8/33%    14/58%       24      6.50      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B089
Rate the effectiveness of the instructor in 
demonstrating the significance of the 
subject matter.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  9%      7/30%      5/22%      9/39%       23      5.91      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B113 Rate the instructor's awareness of your 
progress in the course.  1/  4%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  8%      5/21%      7/29%      9/38%       24      5.79      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B131
Rate the instructor's skill in selecting 
instructional strategies which increase 
student motivation.

 0/  0%      1/  4%      1/  4%      3/13%      4/17%      8/33%      7/29%       24      5.58      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B140 Rate the instructor's skill in stressing 
important material.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  4%      5/21%      5/21%    13/54%       24      6.25      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7



University Open Ended Items

B141 Rate the instructor's skill in encouraging 
class participation and discussion.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  8%      4/17%      4/17%    14/58%       24      6.25      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B156 Rate the effectiveness of the course in 
improving critical thinking skills.  0/  0%      1/  4%      2/  8%      3/13%      3/13%      6/25%      9/38%       24      5.58      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B162 Rate the importance of the knowledge 
learned in this course.  0/  0%      1/  4%      1/  4%      4/17%      5/21%      5/21%      8/33%       24      5.50      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B173 Rate the effectiveness of the course in 
enhancing research skills.  1/  4%      0/  0%      3/13%      5/21%      3/13%      7/29%      5/21%       24      5.08      0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Open 1 What helped you learn in this course?
Since I had a public speaking course in high school this class did not teach me anything new besides one or two topics. During this time I just read the power point 
slides and I would be good for the exams.
I think really going over the material so many times helped, especially for the tests.
Not The slide shows.
powerpoints and impromptu speeches
Giving the speeches helped me to better improve my public speaking skills.
Study guides for exams.
I learned the most in this class by studying for exams.
The jeopardy review game before exams.
Amount of speeches
Standing in front of the class talking
In-class presentations and impromptu speaking activities.
Amber having office hours and talking through things with each of us. Also, the mini speeches were great for getting comfortable in front of the whole class.
The study guides for the exams as well as the jeopardy review game in preparation for the exams
I liked having the video examples within the lectures to actually be able to see examples of different components of the class. I now to never give a speech like 
Dwight thanks to this class.
I think that the impromptu speeches helped me become comfortable in front of the class.Also, the farther along in the speeches we got, the easier it was for me to 
write my outlines better.
the videos and the encouraging instructor who is available at flexible times!
The powerpoint presentations definitely helped prepare my speeches. However, doing impromptu speeches in front of the class helped me learn and helped me 
better prepare my speeches.
I really liked how our instructor was very clear in her presentations. She used relevant and interesting examples of different rhetorical devices we were covering, 
which really helped me understand.
Open 2 What changes would improve your learning?
relating it to our career path
The book was very expensive and not necessary at all. That should not be a requirement.
I think that if I saw more examples of how to use the techniques, that would have helped. For example, instead of just receiving the topics and how to apply them, I 
would have learned better if an example of someone using it in a speech would have helped.
She grades way to hard on the speeches for an introductory Cas 100 class. Especially since theres only three speeches, and it was at 8 am.
Don''t offer it at 8 a.m! just make more classes that are ata reasonable time please
Put the exams for the different speech categories before the speech to evaluate if we know how to use them to create a speech before the speech.
longer time for the speeches especially when we re addressing an important issuea less lengthy text book ?
If there were more minor assignments (especially in class ones), it would be useful for checking clarification on certain details before tests.
More group activities and teahcer-student interaction
I suggest having quizzes following some of the main lectures, like the cannons and fallacies, to help students understand what is important and just to hear and see 
the information an extra time.
Nothing.
Have Amber video tape herself grading a speech so students can see what she focuses on and how she grades a speech.
More practical speaking activities focusing on arrangement and delivery.



Unrestricted Items

none.
I feel like the time constraints on our speeches did not foster an appropriate opportunity to fulfill the requirements of the speech. More time should be allowed to 
fully demonstrate all the requirements of the speech.

100A
Rate the usefulness of the instructor's 
comments on assignments and 
speeches

 0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  4%      2/  8%      3/13%    12/50%      6/25%      24     5.83     0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness Summary 
Fall 2012 
 
Teaching Assistant for Research Methods (CAS 204) 
 
Brief Summary: 
 
Overall Student Rating of the Course: 5.23 out of 7.00 
Overall Student Rating of the Instructor: 5.38 out of 7.00 
 
Excerpts from Student Responses in Response to the Question “What helped you learn in 
this course?”: 
 

“Listening to my lab instructor on the material presented was most beneficial. her 
explanations really helped me in preparation for all the exams and for a better 
understanding of the lectures. The mini teaches were my favorite and very helpful as well 
as the article critique.” 

“Great TA. Knew all the material back and forth and was able to explain in easily 
understood ways. Answered every question with clarity during lab sessions.” 

“The assistants for the course were pretty helpful during labs and study guides.” 

 

The full, official Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness is available starting on the next page. 

 

 

 



Enrollment numbers are acquired before the end of the semester and may differ from the final figure.

    Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness   Instructor Report

Reporting Date: 3/13/2013 5:55 PM Semester: 2012/13 FA Merge Title: CAS 204
Instructor ID: AKW155 Instructor: AMBER WORTHINGTON

Course ID Course Title Students Responses Response Rate

201213FAUP___RCAS__204_001 CAS204 , Section 001: COMM RSCH MTHDS 10 7 70.00%

201213FAUP___RCAS__204_004 CAS204 , Section 004: COMM RSCH MTHDS 14 7 50.00%

University Items

Department Items

A1 Are you taking this course as an elective? Yes: 0    No: 12    I don't know: 0    N: 12       Percent Yes: 0.00%

A2 What grade do you expect to earn in this course? A: 6 / 50.0%      B: 3 / 25.0%      C or lower: 3 / 25.0%

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

A3 Rate the overall quality of this course.  0/  0%      1/  8%      1/  8%      3/23%      0/  0%      5/38%      3/23%       13      5.23      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A4 Rate the overall quality of the instructor.  0/  0%      1/  8%      1/  8%      1/  8%      2/15%      5/38%      3/23%       13      5.38      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

B001
Rate the clarity of the instructor's 
presentations.

 1/  7%      0/  0%      1/  7%      1/  7%      2/14%      4/29%      5/36%       14      5.50      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B013
Rate the effectiveness of the instructor as a 
speaker.

 0/  0%      1/  7%      0/  0%      1/  7%      1/  7%      7/50%      4/29%       14      5.79      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B024
Rate the instructor's availability during 
posted hours and appointments.

 0/  0%      1/  7%      0/  0%      2/14%      3/21%      3/21%      5/36%       14      5.57      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B038
Rate the instructor's skill creating a climate 
conducive to learning.

 1/  8%      1/  8%      0/  0%      1/  8%      3/23%      4/31%      3/23%       13      5.15      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B049
Rate the adequacy of the instructor's 
knowledge of the subject matter.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      5/36%      3/21%      6/43%       14      6.07      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B052
Rate the instructor as an intellectual role 
model for students.

 1/  7%      0/  0%      1/  7%      1/  7%      3/21%      5/36%      3/21%       14      5.29      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B063
Rate the instructor in terms of his/her 
preparation for class.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/14%      2/14%      4/29%      6/43%       14      6.00      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B068
Rate the clarity of the syllabus in stating 
course objectives, course outline, and 
criteria for grades.

 0/  0%      1/  7%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/14%      5/36%      6/43%       14      6.00      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B088
Rate the instructor's enthusiasm about the 
subject matter.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  8%      0/  0%      2/15%      5/38%      5/38%       13      6.00      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B114
Rate the instructor's openness to discussion 
of other viewpoints.

 0/  0%      1/  7%      1/  7%      1/  7%      1/  7%      5/36%      5/36%       14      5.64      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7



University Open Ended Items

B122
Rate the appropriateness of the instructor's 
encouragement of student participation and 
discussion.

 1/  7%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  7%      4/29%      4/29%      4/29%       14      5.50      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B141
Rate the instructor's skill in encouraging 
class participation and discussion.

 1/  8%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  8%      1/  8%      5/42%      4/33%       12      5.67      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B147
Rate the instructor's skill in encouraging 
students to think.

 1/  8%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/15%      2/15%      4/31%      4/31%       13      5.46      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B149
Rate the instructor's skill in making class 
sessions intellectually stimulating.

 1/  7%      0/  0%      1/  7%      5/36%      1/  7%      2/14%      4/29%       14      4.93      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B156
Rate the effectiveness of the course in 
improving critical thinking skills.

 1/  7%      1/  7%      0/  0%      0/  0%      3/21%      4/29%      5/36%       14      5.50      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Open 1 What helped you learn in this course?

The Individual presentations, the handout that we each made every week was also key to understanding some concepts.

The assistants for the course were pretty helpful during labs and study guides.

This course cemented my belief that researchers are not teachers. This course was a disappointment on multiple levels; there seemed to be a severe disconnection 
between the professor, the TA''s, and the testing.This course was an absolute waste of my time and money and I feel cheated out of the past weeks of "education".

The mini-teaches helped as well as the mini-tests

Friday labs when instructors would take over and explain what is actually relevant; review sessions

We had a mini-group quiz (ungraded) as a means to review that week''s topic and that helped.

The Friday meetings in small groups.

I learned the basic knowledge about communication research by the professor explained concepts amply and gave enough examples.

She would make these mini tests and jeopardy games that really helped for the exams. The review sessions were also huge when tryigng to condense all that 
material into something I could study.

Listening to my lab instructor on the material presented was most beneficial. her explanations really helped me in preparation for all the exams and for a better 
understanding of the lectures. The mini teaches were my favorite and very helpful as well as the article critique.

Not going to lie... adderol.

Great TA. Knew all the material back and forth and was able to explain in easily understood ways. Answered every question with clarity during lab sessions.

Open 2 What changes would improve your learning?

Maybe some more presentations.

More communication between professor and TA''s, tests that are relevant to lecture material, TA''s that actually try to teach and provide study materials that 
reinforce content being learned, and tests that aren''t weeks apart from each other and focused on multiple chapters in one shot.

I think small quiz''s leading up to the tests. There is just so much information that i think it would definitely help in the future for other students.

Personally, I don''t like the Lecturer/Lab Teacher system. Every teacher has a different teaching style as to what is correct, what isn''t, and it can be confusing at 
times for exams, papers, etc. I know it''s due to the student size of the course but I would rather have one teacher the whole way.

Study guides before review sessions to make them more focused.More communication about relevancy of classes and textbook, less disconnect

Better exam review sheets.

I HATED the lab session and my TA.I''ve taken a class with Dr. Naussbam before and absolutely loved it which is why I took his class again.. He is agreat 
professor but I would have rather sat in three 8am classes a week than to do the lab sections.I hated the mini teachs we had to do in labs becauase half the time 
students were giving bad information.

none, as well as the course, the structure of the lab was great!

Maybe powerpoint could be used in this course.

I would have all of the material come from one book, at times it was unclear as to which book we were getting information from.

There is just too much material in the course. It needs to be more simplified. At least make the final exam NOT cumulative. There''s simply too much information 
and too little time to study it all.

Signed by: SRTE - Penn State Copy Created 03/13/2013 21:56:03 Instructor Report at SRTE Penn State
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Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness Summary 
Summer 2012 
 
Instructor for Effective Speech (CAS 100A) 
 
Brief Summary: 
 
Overall Student Rating of the Course: 5.48 out of 7.00 
Overall Student Rating of the Instructor: 5.45 out of 7.00 
 
Excerpts from Student Responses in Response to the Question “What helped you learn in 
this course?”: 
 

“The teacher prepared powerpoint presentations which made it easy to follow along 
during class, and then they were also available online as well. This was really helpful 
when preparing for speeches and studying for tests.” 

“I enjoyed the way Amber adapted the book and picked out the details that we really 
needed to know and what wasn't quite so important. I also loved the use of youtube and 
music to help get certain points across.” 

“The Powerpoints my teacher created to help us learn and also being able to talk to her 
after class concerning my questions about my speeches.” 

 

The full, official Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness is available starting on the next page. 

 

 

 



Enrollment numbers are acquired before the end of the semester and may differ from the final figure.

    Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness   Instructor Report

Reporting Date: 3/13/2013 5:57 PM Semester: 2011/12 S1 Merge Title: Summer 2012
Instructor ID: AKW155 Instructor: AMBER WORTHINGTON

Course ID Course Title Students Responses Response Rate

201112S1UP___RCAS__100A209 CAS100A, Section 209: EFFECTIVE SPEECH 24 9 37.50%

201112S1UP___RCAS__100A213 CAS100A, Section 213: EFFECTIVE SPEECH 23 20 86.96%

University Items

Department Items

A1 Are you taking this course as an elective? Yes: 2    No: 18    I don't know: 3    N: 20       Percent Yes: 10.00%

A2 What grade do you expect to earn in this course? A: 19 / 79.2%      B: 5 / 20.8%      C or lower: 0 / 0.0%

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

A3 Rate the overall quality of this course.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      4/14%      9/31%    14/48%      2/  7%       29      5.48      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A4 Rate the overall quality of the instructor.  0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  3%      4/14%      7/24%    15/52%      2/  7%       29      5.45      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

B001
Rate the clarity of the instructor's 
presentations.

 0/  0%      1/  3%      1/  3%      3/10%      6/21%    11/38%      7/24%       29      5.59      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B014
Rate the instructor's skill in organizing 
classroom activities.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  7%      5/17%    14/48%      8/28%       29      5.97      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B038
Rate the instructor's skill creating a climate 
conducive to learning.

 0/  0%      1/  3%      1/  3%      0/  0%      7/24%    16/55%      4/14%       29      5.66      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B043
Rate the instructor's skill in encouraging 
students to improve.

 1/  3%      0/  0%      1/  3%      3/10%      8/28%    11/38%      5/17%       29      5.41      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B049
Rate the adequacy of the instructor's 
knowledge of the subject matter.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  3%      0/  0%      7/24%    11/38%    10/34%       29      6.00      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B063
Rate the instructor in terms of his/her 
preparation for class.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  7%      4/14%    11/38%    12/41%       29      6.14      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B089
Rate the effectiveness of the instructor in 
demonstrating the significance of the 
subject matter.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      7/24%      4/14%    14/48%      4/14%       29      5.52      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B113
Rate the instructor's awareness of your 
progress in the course.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      2/  7%      7/24%      4/14%    11/38%      5/17%       29      5.34      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B131
Rate the instructor's skill in selecting 
instructional strategies which increase 
student motivation.

 0/  0%      1/  3%      0/  0%      6/21%      9/31%      9/31%      4/14%       29      5.28      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B140
Rate the instructor's skill in stressing 
important material.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      5/17%      8/28%      9/31%      7/24%       29      5.62      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7



University Open Ended Items

B141
Rate the instructor's skill in encouraging 
class participation and discussion.

 0/  0%      1/  3%      1/  3%      1/  3%      8/28%    10/34%      8/28%       29      5.69      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B156
Rate the effectiveness of the course in 
improving critical thinking skills.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      3/10%      5/17%      4/14%    14/48%      3/10%       29      5.31      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B162
Rate the importance of the knowledge 
learned in this course.

 0/  0%      1/  3%      1/  3%      4/14%      8/28%      9/31%      6/21%       29      5.41      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B173
Rate the effectiveness of the course in 
enhancing research skills.

 1/  3%      2/  7%      1/  3%      2/  7%      9/31%    10/34%      4/14%       29      5.14      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Open 1 What helped you learn in this course?

I think the best thing we did in Cas 100 was either the impromptu speaches, which made us think on our feet and get more comfortable in front, or the review 
games, which were a really good way to study.

The powerpoints, the review of the questions after we finish the tests, and the evaluations of our speeches.

Excellently laid out presentations.

The Powerpoints from the teacher

Impromptu speeches

The power point slides.

The group work helped me learn in this course.

Writing speeches was the most important part of this class and helped me to better learn how to research and prepare to speak in public.

The powerpoints worked well, and practicing speaking with mini speeches.

The example outlines she gave us and the book.

The powerpoint presentations as well as review games.

The jeopardy review games really assisted studying what materials I needed to know for the two exams.The powerpoints were laid out for us so e didn''t have to 
go through pages of material to find out what we needed to know.

the mini speeches helped me learn the most.

The readings we had to read and the journals we had to write helped me learn in this course.

The instructor provided very useful power points. She was also able to stay after class many days to help.

We had many group discussions and class activities. Not only did these activities help us understand the material, but they were fun as well. We also had all of the 
powerpoints and class notes available to us online which really helped me with studying.

I enjoyed the way Amber adapted the book and picked out the details that we really needed to know and what wasn''''t quite so important. I also loved the use of 
youtube and music to help get certain points across

The teacher prepared powerpoint presentations which made it easy to follow along during class, and then they were also available online as well. This was really 
helpful when preparing for speeches and studying for tests.

The speeches helped me become a better speaker and develop my confidence.

The Powerpoints my teacher created to help us learn and also being able to talk to her after class concerning my questions about my speeches.

Powerpoints, jeopardy review games

The days we reviewed for the tests helped.I also think the power-points helped me learn in this course.

The power points and impromptu speeches helped me learn in this course.

Group activities and mini speeches helped me learn in this course.

Group work and power pointsMini speeches

Lessons were tought to us in a relatable way. We learned through popular songs, and funny clips from popular TV shows and movies.

Power Points

Amber''''s power points were very direct and strait forward which made them very easy to study and learn from.

Open 2 What changes would improve your learning?

Be clear in the material she wants us to use for our speeches.

More interactive one on one help with each student especially with speeches.

Longer time to complete our speech outlines and recieve feedback

I think she''s doing really good but I think a lot of the kids wait till the last minute to do their speeches, not excluding me :(, so if we broke some of the parts of the 
speech''s work up to show our progress, we''d make better habits. These could include: Showing that research is done, rough copy and final copy of the outlines, 
and then finally the speech. I think this would also reduce the stressed "all-nighters" that happen before speeches.



Unrestricted Items

To have a few more interactive activities every once in a while.

I would change the format of the speeches and choose a different topic for each of the three speeches because they seemed to get redundant after awhile.

increased review of proper outlines

I think I would have enjoyed more explanation of the speeches and what should be included in the outlines.

The changes that would improve my learning would be to learn better eye contact skills.

Not memorize speeches

If the class went at a slower pace.

Slowing down the teaching.

The changes that would improve my learning would be reading more.

The teacher was good, but she spoke very quickly. And she could have been a little more helpful and comforting when it came to asking questions and reaching out 
for help.

If the book wasn''t so repetitive

I would change the speed of the material that is reviewed, because I feel like its just read through at a single pace.

If we spent more time on the topics, and didn''t move so quickly, my learning would have improved.I know its summer though and we have to move quickly.

Although it was necessary because the Summer semester is shortened, if Amber''''s pace of going through the power points was slower than I feel that it would 
have been more easy to take in all the information during class. Again, I''''m sure her pace is slower during a full 15 week semester, but regardless, it still made it 
more difficult to learn.

The only change I would make is the reading. We had a lot of reading assigned for homework that we never discussed in class. Half of the material we read outside 
of class did not show up on the tests either so I feel that the time I spent reading was wasted.

I would have had more mini speeches.

The only change that could have improved my learning was if the course was not so short because it was summer.

More mini speechesLess tests and more quizzes (Maybe 3 quizzes and 1 test)

More positive environment

100A
Rate the usefulness of the instructor's 
comments on assignments and 
speeches

 0/  0%      1/  3%      1/  3%      1/  3%      8/28%    13/45%      5/17%      29     5.59     0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Signed by: SRTE - Penn State Copy Created 03/13/2013 21:57:27 Instructor Report at SRTE Penn State
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Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness Summary 
Spring 2012 
 
Instructor for Effective Speech (CAS 100A) 
 
Brief Summary: 
 
Overall Student Rating of the Course: 5.34 out of 7.00 
Overall Student Rating of the Instructor: 5.72 out of 7.00 
 
Excerpts from Student Responses in Response to the Question “What helped you learn in 
this course?”: 
 
“Amber is definitely one of the best instructor I had at Penn State. She is always well prepared 
for every classes. She is very helpful and always willing to help.” 

“Amber was a great instructor. Her presentations were well prepared and she was thorough in 
explanations as well as providing an environment that encouraged participation and discussion. I 
found her to be very reasonable and willing to help students in any way she could. With the 
exception of the CAS mandated 95 A, her grading system and assignments were very fair. I 
found her speech evaluation forms to be extremely useful and I think they are a major reason as 
to why I improved so much with my speech performance throughout the semester. Overall, she 
did a great job with the class and I am lucky to have had her as my instructor.” 

“Amber really stressed creating a comfortable, understanding, positive environment for 
speaking. She had us do a lot of class activities which helped us get really close and this made 
speaking in front of the class SO much easier. She also always made herself available for help 
and was very prompt in returning emails. Her feedback sheet/rubric was definitely helpful!! 
Amber really cares about her classes and that really comes across as she teaches 
communication.” 

“Amber was truly a pleasure to have as a CAS instructor. I was extremely nervous going into this 
class as I was not completely comfortable public speaking in front of people, but by the end I had 
no problem going in front of the class to present or simply to volunteer. This sense of 
comfortableness can be completely attributed to the opportunities that Amber offered throughout 
the semester. She allowed us multiple opportunities before our major speeches to get acclimated 
to the classroom and our audience which I found extremely helpful. She was also extremely 
personable and understanding towards her students. She created a relaxed, trusting yet effective 
classroom atmosphere.I would recommend her to anyone apprehensive about taking CAS100, as 
she makes a potentially dreadful class, one in which I looked forward to attending.” 

 

The full, official Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness is available starting on the next page. 

 



Enrollment numbers are acquired before the end of the semester and may differ from the final figure.

    Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness   Instructor Report

Reporting Date: 3/13/2013 5:58 PM Semester: 2011/12 SP Merge Title: Spring 2012
Instructor ID: AKW155 Instructor: AMBER WORTHINGTON

Course ID Course Title Students Responses Response Rate

201112SPUP___RCAS__100A004 CAS100A, Section 004: EFFECTIVE SPEECH 26 15 57.69%

201112SPUP___RCAS__100A015 CAS100A, Section 015: EFFECTIVE SPEECH 28 17 60.71%

University Items

Department Items

A1 Are you taking this course as an elective? Yes: 1    No: 25    I don't know: 1    N: 26       Percent Yes: 3.85%

A2 What grade do you expect to earn in this course? A: 17 / 63.0%      B: 8 / 29.6%      C or lower: 2 / 7.4%

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

A3 Rate the overall quality of this course.  0/  0%      1/  3%      2/  6%      5/16%      7/22%    11/34%      6/19%       32      5.34      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A4 Rate the overall quality of the instructor.  0/  0%      1/  3%      2/  6%      3/  9%      4/13%    11/34%    11/34%       32      5.72      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

B001
Rate the clarity of the instructor's 
presentations.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      3/  9%      6/19%      8/25%    15/47%       32      6.09      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B014
Rate the instructor's skill in organizing 
classroom activities.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      3/  9%      4/13%    10/31%    15/47%       32      6.16      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B038
Rate the instructor's skill creating a climate 
conducive to learning.

 1/  3%      0/  0%      2/  6%      0/  0%      4/13%      7/23%    17/55%       31      6.06      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B043
Rate the instructor's skill in encouraging 
students to improve.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  3%      1/  3%      6/19%      9/29%    14/45%       31      6.10      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B049
Rate the adequacy of the instructor's 
knowledge of the subject matter.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  3%      4/13%      9/28%    18/56%       32      6.38      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B063
Rate the instructor in terms of his/her 
preparation for class.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  3%      3/  9%    10/31%    18/56%       32      6.41      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B089
Rate the effectiveness of the instructor in 
demonstrating the significance of the 
subject matter.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  3%      5/16%      5/16%      7/22%    14/44%       32      5.88      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B113
Rate the instructor's awareness of your 
progress in the course.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  3%      2/  6%      4/13%    12/38%    13/41%       32      6.06      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B131
Rate the instructor's skill in selecting 
instructional strategies which increase 
student motivation.

 0/  0%      1/  3%      0/  0%      4/13%      5/16%      7/23%    14/45%       31      5.90      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B140
Rate the instructor's skill in stressing 
important material.

 0/  0%      1/  3%      0/  0%      2/  6%      3/10%      9/29%    16/52%       31      6.16      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7



University Open Ended Items

B141
Rate the instructor's skill in encouraging 
class participation and discussion.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  3%      0/  0%      4/13%    10/32%    16/52%       31      6.29      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B156
Rate the effectiveness of the course in 
improving critical thinking skills.

 1/  3%      1/  3%      1/  3%      4/13%      6/19%      6/19%    12/39%       31      5.55      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B162
Rate the importance of the knowledge 
learned in this course.

 3/10%      0/  0%      3/10%      3/10%      5/16%      7/23%    10/32%       31      5.19      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B173
Rate the effectiveness of the course in 
enhancing research skills.

 2/  6%      2/  6%      4/13%      4/13%      4/13%      5/16%    10/32%       31      4.97      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Open 1 What helped you learn in this course?

Amber was truly a pleasure to have as a CAS instructor. I was extremely nervous going into this class as I was not completely comfortable public speaking in front 
of people, but by the end I had no problem going in front of the class to present or simply to volunteer. This sense of comfortableness can be completely attributed 
to the opportunities that Amber offered throughout the semester. She allowed us multiple opportunities before our major speeches to get acclimated to the 
classroom and our audience which I found extremely helpful. She was also extremely personable and understanding towards her students. She created a relaxed, 
trusting yet effective classroom atmosphere.I would recommend her to anyone apprehensive about taking CAS100, as she makes a potentially dreadful class, one 
in which I looked forward to attending.

Activities and organized lessons made by the instructor.

I liked that there were in class activities that helped clarify course material.

Amber is definitely one of the best instructor I had at Penn State. She is always well prepared for every classes. She is very helpful and always willing to help.

The powerpoint slides were very helpful to stress important topics. The grade sheets were the best I''ve seen in a class.The breakdown was very helpful so I could 
see exactly what I needed to improve on.

The instructor''s clear enthusiasm and high level of competency made the course informative and practical. Having a different variety of speech types to present was 
very beneficial in bettering my speaking skills. Also, the instructor''s excellent comments and willingness to help made the course very worthwhile and enjoyable.

Amber really stressed creating a comfortable, understanding, positive environment for speaking. She had us do a lot of class activities which helped us get really 
close and this made speaking in front of the class SO much easier. She also always made herself available for help and was very prompt in returning emails. Her 
feedback sheet/rubric was definitely helpful!! Amber really cares about her classes and that really comes across as she teaches communication.

The powerpoints were a good supplement to the Pearson online textbook. I learned different techniques for writing different speeches, but overall will not take 
away anything really significant from this course. That is not the fault of the instructor entirely, but rather the structure of the course as a whole.

Amber was a great instructor. Her presentations were well prepared and she was thorough in explanations as well as providing an environment that encouraged 
participation and discussion. I found her to be very reasonable and willing to help students in any way she could. With the exception of the CAS mandated 95 A, 
her grading system and assignments were very fair. I found her speech evaluation forms to be extremely useful and I think they are a major reason as to why I 
improved so much with my speech performance throughout the semester. Overall, she did a great job with the class and I am lucky to have had her as my 
instructor.

Giving speeches helped me learn how to give speeches.

My teacher was very good at explaining what was expected

I think having small group discussions helped me to learn.I also think that the videos that were shown demonstrating a certain concept or process or term were also 
helpful. I also think the detailed grading rubric helped me to know where I needed to improve in my speeches.

The powerpoint slides. Amber made this class bearable.

The only reason she was aware people were in class is because she gave a 20% deduction in your grade after missing 3 classes.My best friend is a communication 
major, I am a biobehavioral health major; I was required to present 4 speeches and 6 "mini" speeches and she was required to present 1.Is this some kind of joke? 
Why is someone in the degree of speech and communication take less than a 1/5 of the speaking assignments as a BBH major who will never be in a speaking 
situation?

The incorporation of current examples helped explain concepts and enhance understanding. Amber was passionate and able to explain the concepts clearly. She 
was also able to provide examples beyond those provided by the text or prepared powerpoint.

The powerpoints in class, it helped me review and if I didn''t understand something I could go back and look at the slides.

the power point material

I liked all of the feedback we received as far as our speeches.

Attending lectures.

powerpoints

the teacher and giving speeches helped build confidence throughout the semester

The feedback from our speeches and casualness of the class made it easy to ask questions.

Her PowerPoint presentations and listening to other people''s speeches helped me.

amber was a great teacher. she made the information easy to understand and accessible through angel. i really liked how the grading was broken down for the 



Unrestricted Items

speaking assignments to help us improve on our next speech.

Open 2 What changes would improve your learning?

Having students dish out 80 bucks on an online textbook that is not useful to the class and is only referred to when turning in assignment is a waste of money and 
time.

I would have liked more small, low-key, ungraded speeches so each student could get even more time speaking in front of the class.

None, very good course - excellent instructor.

My learning would be improved if I didn''t have to take this class.

I really needed ways to improve my delivery. Maybe include a day or two that goes strictly over how to deal with delivery.

I personally don''t think the exams that were given in class, helped my learning although they did not hurt it either. I think that the exams are somewhat unnecessary 
as CAS100 is a public speaking course.

Discussing some of the ways and techniques in which people could improve certain aspects of their speech (things listed on the rubric) would have been helpful to 
go over after everyone gave their first speech.

More group projects and presentations would be helpful instead of the professor teaching, have students give mini presentations, such as what we did with the 
fallacies.

N/A

i think the ebook was really pointless and i dont think anyone ever read it. kind of a waste of money in my opinion

I would change the course to make it science specific public speaking to improve my learning.

going over more ways to improve speech anxiety

n/a

How about a teacher that cared more about what your major was and what you needed to achieve from the class rather than forcing the greatest work load on 
students who have much more important classes to focus on.This is a 100 level course and Worthington teaches it as if its a 400 level biochemistry class.Give 
students a break and either remove the teacher or provide her with the actual curriculum of Penn State so she is on the same page with all the other CAS 
instructors.

Not making this class mandatory for all students. It''s mainly "busy work" and that''s really pointless and unfortunate. This class was a waste of time.

Spreading the speeches out throughout the year, I felt I was being rushed to create a new speech after I did the first one.

I wish we would have had more opportunity to participate; the pace of the class was too fast and certain students dominated discussions.

i didn''t like the fact that notecards were graded or that attendance and class participation was mandatory and affected your grade. I believe that if you want to 
come to class and learn it is your choice as well as if you want to participate. it should not be a requirement i think

Overall this was a very effective course.

dont rush, talk slower

100A
Rate the usefulness of the instructor's 
comments on assignments and 
speeches

 0/  0%      2/  6%      1/  3%      5/16%      3/  9%      6/19%    15/47%      32     5.72     0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Signed by: SRTE - Penn State Copy Created 03/13/2013 21:58:56 Instructor Report at SRTE Penn State
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Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness Summary 
Spring 2012 
 
Instructor for Effective Speech (CAS 100A) 
 
Brief Summary: 
 
Overall Student Rating of the Course: 4.44 out of 7.00 
Overall Student Rating of the Instructor: 5.63 out of 7.00 
 
Excerpts from Student Responses in Response to the Question “What helped you learn in 
this course?”: 
 

“Amber provided us with clear and concise directions.” 

“The powerpoints done by the instructor were very helpful.” 

“The teacher helped me learn the best because she showed us many techniques that we 
could use to improve our speeches. This will help us later in life.”  

 

The full, official Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness is available starting on the next page. 

 



Enrollment numbers are acquired before the end of the semester and may differ from the final figure.

    Student Rating of Teaching Effectiveness   Instructor Report

Reporting Date: 3/13/2013 5:59 PM Semester: 2011/12 FA
Instructor ID: AKW155 Instructor: AMBER WORTHINGTON

Course ID Course Title Students Responses Response Rate

201112FAUP___RCAS__100A083 CAS100A, Section 083: EFFECTIVE SPEECH 28 16 57.14%

University Items

Department Items

A1 Are you taking this course as an elective? Yes: 1    No: 10    I don't know: 0    N: 11       Percent Yes: 9.09%

A2 What grade do you expect to earn in this course? A: 5 / 45.5%      B: 6 / 54.5%      C or lower: 0 / 0.0%

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

A3 Rate the overall quality of this course.  0/  0%      2/13%      1/  6%      4/25%      7/44%      1/  6%      1/  6%       16      4.44      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A4 Rate the overall quality of the instructor.  0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/13%      4/25%      8/50%      2/13%       16      5.63      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Lowest Rating Average Rating Highest Rating

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 N Mean N/A

B001
Rate the clarity of the instructor's 
presentations.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/13%      3/19%      7/44%      4/25%       16      5.81      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B014
Rate the instructor's skill in organizing 
classroom activities.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  6%      3/19%      7/44%      5/31%       16      6.00      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B038
Rate the instructor's skill creating a climate 
conducive to learning.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  6%      5/31%      3/19%      7/44%       16      6.00      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B043
Rate the instructor's skill in encouraging 
students to improve.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      4/25%      2/13%      3/19%      7/44%       16      5.81      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B049
Rate the adequacy of the instructor's 
knowledge of the subject matter.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      2/13%      3/19%      6/38%      5/31%       16      5.88      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B063
Rate the instructor in terms of his/her 
preparation for class.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  6%      2/13%      3/19%      3/19%      7/44%       16      5.81      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B089
Rate the effectiveness of the instructor in 
demonstrating the significance of the 
subject matter.

 0/  0%      1/  6%      1/  6%      2/13%      3/19%      4/25%      5/31%       16      5.44      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B113
Rate the instructor's awareness of your 
progress in the course.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      3/19%      1/  6%      3/19%      4/25%      5/31%       16      5.44      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B131
Rate the instructor's skill in selecting 
instructional strategies which increase 
student motivation.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  6%      3/19%      9/56%      3/19%       16      5.88      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B140
Rate the instructor's skill in stressing 
important material.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      1/  6%      3/19%      6/38%      6/38%       16      6.06      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7



University Open Ended Items

Unrestricted Items

B141
Rate the instructor's skill in encouraging 
class participation and discussion.

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      3/19%      7/44%      6/38%       16      6.19      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B156
Rate the effectiveness of the course in 
improving critical thinking skills.

 1/  6%      0/  0%      3/19%      3/19%      4/25%      3/19%      2/13%       16      4.63      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B162
Rate the importance of the knowledge 
learned in this course.

 1/  6%      2/13%      2/13%      2/13%      1/  6%      4/25%      4/25%       16      4.75      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

B173
Rate the effectiveness of the course in 
enhancing research skills.

 0/  0%      2/13%      4/25%      2/13%      3/19%      3/19%      2/13%       16      4.44      0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Open 1 What helped you learn in this course?

Giving speeches and talking during other activities.

Amber provided us with clear and concise directions

the "whats in the news" parts of class. It really helped the class to get use to speaking infront of a group as well as inform everyone of news that they may not have 
heard about

Powerpoints

Actually giving speeches and improving on each presentations

Activities in class

PowerPoint lectures, class activities

The teacher helped me learn the best because she showed us many techniques that we could use to improve our speeches.This will help us later in life.

The homework assignments helped to reinforce the material learned in class and from the book while review games challenged my memory & knowledge before a 
test.

The powerpoints done by the instructor were very helpful.

Meeting up with the instructor for office hours.

practicing my speech over and over

Open 2 What changes would improve your learning?

more group activities and group work.

Moving away from teaching directly from the book.

I think the ebook needs improvement.A lot of it was difficult to understand and sometimes made the information confusing.

The online textbook is awful. I wouldn''t adjust it, I would scrap it and get a new book.

More presentations to help us feel comfortable presenting in front of a group

N/A

This class is so bureaucratic- all creativity is completely lost in this class. Creativity is discouraged, actually.I bet every CAS 100 class is made to be exactly the 
same, which is why this class is so poor, this class is a great example of how our quality of education is declining.I didn''t mind attending class, but I didn''t learn a 
single thing about public speaking.

less assigned online readings

No ebook

More group work

More in class exercises to help us understand the material.

more activities

Potentially more in class discussion & optional impromptu speeches for class participation points.

100A
Rate the usefulness of the instructor's 
comments on assignments and 
speeches

 0/  0%      0/  0%      0/  0%      4/27%      1/  7%      5/33%      5/33%      15     5.73     0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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